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Reliable medical devices and equipment are essential 
for researchers and doctors to accurately diagnose 
and treat a wide range of diseases. That is why there is 

such stringent oversight from the FDA to ensure these prod-
ucts meet the necessary requirements and specifications, 
such as 21 CFR 820. To ensure compliance with regulators, 
manufacturers follow installation qualification (IQ), opera-
tional qualification (OQ), and performance qualification (PQ) 
guidelines. IQ/OQ/PQ certifies the necessary equipment is 
present and the manufacturing process to create devices 
that consistently perform to the desired specifications. By 
completing each phase of this process, you not only greatly 
increase the chance of a successful validation, but you can 
also ensure quality for the life of the product. Several key 
areas with specific criteria are critical to the process, yet they 
are often overlooked or underestimated. In this segment of 

the series, we will review some of the important details you 
should consider during material selection and part design.

Material Selection: Availability to Ensure Dependability
First and foremost, availability is a key factor when it comes 
to material selection for a medical device. It is important to 
choose a material that is widely available in the market in 
which you are located. If the material is not widely available, 
you could face a situation later where you must change sup-
pliers (material maker) or the material (base resin or formu-
lation). If there is a change in either, you will be required to 
prove the new material is equivalent to your previous one. If 
you are not able to prove equivalency, you will have to re-do 
validation for the entire part and possibly complete tool/mold 
work to make it compliant again. This adds both time and 
money to your validation.

It is also important to stay away from custom materials. Cus-
tom materials lock you into a supplier, which can put you at 
risk of the above scenario. For example, if the supplier goes 
out of business, where will that material come from when 
needed, and will it be equivalent? Custom materials also put 
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you at risk for higher than normal amounts of viscosity varia-
tion, which is the hardest part about maintaining a validated 
state in injection molding. The changes in viscosity can be 
attributed to molecular weight distribution changes. As the 
molecular weight distribution widens, the viscosity variation 
widens. Another reason viscosity changes occur is the feed 
stock variation witnessed when compounding all the individ-
ual components together. If you use a common/commodity 
material for your part, the viscosity variations will have a nar-
rower range than they would in a custom material. A lower 
amount of viscosity change will make your run-to-run perfor-
mance more repeatable with less effort and less scrap mate-
rial, which means a lower cost at the end of the day. In the 
case of a machine setting validation, where the parameters 
are being validated instead of the outputs, any variation in 
viscosity can lead to nonconforming product. This is because 
the equipment cannot be changed outside of validated pa-
rameters in order to bring the plastics process back into a 
validated state.

Finally, do not make pricing a major factor in material selec-
tion. While material cost is a large component of the final cost 
of the injection-molded component, a 5- or 10-cent difference 
per pound is not substantial when compared to the $70,000 
to $100,000 (or more) cost of completing a re-validation. Tak-
ing the time to evaluate the materials in the beginning can 
help ensure on-time deliveries, increased production uptime, 
and an overall reduced cost when considering the entire life 
cycle of validation. In addition to material selection, there are 
also some fundamentals of part design that must be consid-
ered but are often forgotten.

Part Design: Going Back to the Basics
One of the basic principles of good plastic part design is to 
maintain uniform wall thickness. If you are not able to main-
tain a constant wall thickness, a thick-to-thin wall thickness is 
preferred for moldability. In addition, the engineer responsi-
ble for the design should try to limit undercuts and any other 
features that require action in the mold. Some designs need 
these complexities; however, make sure it is necessary be-
fore designing it in. This is because the simpler the design 
is, the higher degree of reliability it will have (if engineered 
correctly). Keeping actions to a minimum lowers the risk for 
mold maintenance issues and mold damage and also keeps 
custom components out of the mold. Other key fundamentals 

include proper rib-to-wall thickness ratios, proper draft for part 
release, and proper gating locations. Most importantly, use a 
geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) scheme that 
is realistic and does not require unnecessary and overly con-
trolling criteria. For example, if only 10 critical dimensions are 
needed to fully define how a part is going to function, do not 
document more than that.

Also, if it is realistic to hold the dimension to only plus or minus 
.003 inches and not plus or minus .001 inches, then go with 
plus or minus .003 inches. This is easier to validate, gives 
a higher capability, and reduces the overall cost because it 
allows more flexibility within the desired specifications and 
has a bigger processing window during manufacturing. If crit-
ical dimensions are overly controlled, the process window for 
molding is smaller. The bigger the processing window, the 
more variation can be absorbed in the process. This leads to 
lower scrap levels, more uptime, and an overall lower cost for 
the product.

An effective and reliable tool to use during your project, es-
pecially in the part design phase, is plastic flow simulation 
software. The results of a simulation show if a design is mold-
able as well as any issues that could occur during the mold-
ing process. These issues include warping, sink, shrinkage, 
molecular orientation, and glass orientation. If your simulation 
software has the capability to complete design of experiments 
(DOEs), a simulation can be done to determine how the part 
will react to different processing conditions. This allows you 
to see if your part will meet dimensional specifications across 
the variations of your proposed DOE.

For a simulation to be most effective, it must be done in an 
iterative fashion to provide more information. Simulations can 
be updated and rerun to give the most up-to-date predictions, 
so issues can be addressed as the project is advanced to 
the launch phase. To achieve the highest level of accuracy, 
you must model everything inside the mold’s cubic footprint, 
including the part, gate, runner, sprue, and surrounding mold. 
If possible, at a minimum run a multicycle analysis to see 
if hot spots will form in the mold. Overall, various pieces of 
information can be obtained from a simulation to help elim-
inate rework and missed milestones, thus improving timing 
and reducing costs.
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Conclusion
Proper material selection and part design for new medical 
devices is imperative, as both can have a major impact on 
manufacturability, time to market, and the overall commercial 
success of the device. The above criteria are just a small por-
tion of everything you must consider. It is crucial you under-
stand your overall responsibilities in the process validation of 
a medical device, in order to streamline manufacturing and 
reduce the chance of costly errors down the road.

About the Author: Kyle Kulwicki has worked in the medical 
injection molding industry for the past 5 years and holds a 
Masters in Plastics Engineering and Master Molder 1 & 2 cer-
tifications.
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Part 2 – Mold Design, Construction, and Protocols

In Part One of this series, we covered important details 
you should consider during material selection and part 
design in order to reduce the life cycle cost of validation. 

Specifically, avoiding customized materials and staying true 
to the basic principles of good plastic part design are essential 
for reducing the life cycle cost of validation. In Part Two, we 
look at best practices for mold design, mold construction, and 
development of protocols, as these steps of the process also 
play a vital role in the long-term costs of validation.

Mold Design And Construction: Be Selective Now to 
Avoid Issues Later
While the part design for a medical device dictates the plan 
for manufacturing, the mold design is what truly shapes the 
end product. If you do not have a well-planned and executed 
mold design, it is almost guaranteed that you will face 
struggles down the road, especially if you end up replacing 
that tool for any reason. So take your time with the design 
and construction. Be frugal — but not cheap —with material 
selection and make smart decisions up front to avoid major 
issues later.

If you intend to use the mold to manufacture millions of parts, 
you must make sure you select materials that can withstand 
20 years of production versus only two months. If you use a 
subpar material, you may have to replace it three or four times, 
which may not be beneficial for your overall validation costs in 
the future. For instance, if you have corrosive materials, such 
as PVC, you should use stainless-steel inserts so corrosion 
is limited. If you are using something abrasive, you want to 
have hardened S7 or H13 steel that is nickel-coated to make 
sure the cavity is not being eroded away by the glass that is 
compounded into the nylon.

If you plan to build a freestanding injection mold base, you 
do not want to have custom frames or components (if at all 

“Be frugal – but not cheap – with 
material selection and make smart 

decisions up front to avoid major 
issues later.”
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possible). Instead, make sure you use a common mold base 
that is interchangeable from a catalog (as much as possible/if 
at all possible). This makes it easier to use and change out while 
maintaining good engineering fundamentals that ultimately 
lead to lower long-term costs. Consider prefabricated pieces 
that can be easily substituted at lower cost, so the component 
does not need to be completely revalidated.

Using Simulation for Mold Design
Just as with part design, simulation can be a valuable tool for 
mold design. As the designer designs the mold, they can use 
simulation to eliminate problem areas before they happen. 
For instance, if the part design has a thick area, the designer 
can see variable temperature distribution on the part and then 
design better cooling for that area. The designer can also 
use simulation to find air traps in a blind pocket. They can 
then put in vent pins or use a porous steel to help eliminate 
the gas. The insight found during simulation allows better 
decisions to be made up front to avoid issues on the back 
end. Calculations or studies should also be done during mold 
design to determine the strength of the materials in order to 
avoid common pitfalls, such as deflection or possible fatigue 
failure. Another consideration should be thermal conductivity. 

During the design phase, it is necessary to make sure the 
waterlines are close to the cavity surface, so BTU energy can 
be pulled out of the plastic as rapidly and reliably possible. 
This drives down cycle time and provides a more robust 
plastic process. In addition to keeping the waterlines close to 
the cavity surface, make sure the correct material is chosen 
for the cavity and core. The correct material will balance 
the wear/lifetime needs of the mold as well as the thermal 
conductivity, ultimately allowing for faster cycles and a lower 
overall project cost over the lifetime of the mold.

Once the designer and simulation analysts have completed 
any studies and/or analyses, time should be scheduled 
with the processing engineer as well as quality engineers to 
review the design. The quality engineers are sometimes left 
out of this process; however, this complete team has the best 
insight into determining any critical errors and how to build in 
protection against those errors. The mold designer and mold 
builder should also be present to ensure functionality. To 
reduce the time it takes to build your mold, find out the shop 
hours of your potential mold manufacturer. For example, shop 
hours could be limited to eight-hour work days, five days a 
week versus a shop that operates 24 hours a day, five days a 
week. A shop with limited hours could stretch the time frame 
for a project from weeks to months. All of these points must 
be considered during mold design and construction to ensure 
a quality, cost-effective mold that has the ability to withstand 
the test of time.

Proper Protocol Documentation
Now that you have an approved mold design, you and your 
team must document the design specifications that outline 
the specific details about the mold and how it should perform. 
These details are then fed into the installation qualification 
(IQ) for the mold to ensure it is qualified and performs properly. 
Once the mold is complete, operational qualification (OQ) 
and performance qualification (PQ) protocols are generated 
from a process characterization report that outlines the entire 
process. 

For generation of the IQ protocol, the mold builder, tool 
designer, processing engineer, manufacturing engineer, and 
your robotics specialist should all have input in the document 
for how to assess the capability of your equipment. If you are 
using automation, details such as what the proper interlocks 
are and how they perform, what parts are being used from 
what supplier, and the location where each part goes should 
be outlined. Even something as specific as steel dimensions 
could be included in the IQ protocol. That way, should the 
mold become damaged or components have to be rebuilt, 
the IQ protocol can be used as a reference for the steel 
geometry needed. Not only does this help save time, but 
it also helps avoid a revalidation should you have to use a 
spare component or rebuild the tool.

Additionally, it is wise at this point to develop and validate 
spare mold components. If a component breaks down, you 

“Most importantly, for all of the 
protocols, do not take any shortcuts. 
Give each stakeholder enough time 

to build and document a process 
that properly tests the mold/process 

and any equipment that could 
impact your outcome.”
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can sub in a spare mold component that has already been 
validated without any extended interruptions in production. 
The number of spares you have depends on the expected 
life of the equipment (short use versus long-term use). For 
OQ and PQ, make sure to include the quality, process, and 
manufacturing engineers to ensure that all critical features 
are captured. These experts often have the experience and 
expertise necessary to identify potential issues that can 
sometimes be missed by those who have not had as much 
exposure to the manufacturing life cycle. Also, make sure you 
are testing on the machine you plan to use for product runs. 
During IQ, review all of the pieces of the tool that are critical 
to its functionality. Consider questions like:
• Does the hot runner work?
• Does it pick up the proper voltage?
• Do the heater bands heat to the correct temperature?

For the OQ protocol, document the upper and lower limits 
that will be used in production while taking calibration 
into consideration. This includes details outside of the 
machine settings, such as plastic parameters, i.e., the mold 
temperature, the plastic pressure, temperature of the plastic 
melt, and cooling time. Once in production, the OQ limits 
become the validated outer limits for the process and the PQ 
settings become the nominal process. This ensures the same 
end product is produced every single time, which is why it is 
so important to do it correctly up front.

Most importantly, for all of the protocols, do not take any 
shortcuts. Give each stakeholder enough time to build and 
document a process that properly tests the mold/process 
and any equipment that could impact your outcome. Extra 
time spent up front will result in more uptime, less wasted 
materials, and a happier customer. It also provides more 
opportunities for additional experiments and studies to help 
achieve a better understanding of the process inputs and 
outputs that control your product quality. For example, at 
some point, you must test different viscosities at different 
temperatures and injection rates. This is because there are a 
variety of plastic resins that present varying viscosities, and 
you will need to know the impact of the viscosity shift to your 
process and to part quality.

Also, reduce the time it takes for protocol generation by 
creating a general template for future protocols, which allows 
for pre-documentation, so you do not have to go back and 

reinvent the wheel each time. When documenting future 
mold designs, you then have to fill in only the information 
that differentiates the new mold design from previously 
documented mold designs. To save even more time, the 
IQ, OQ, and PQ generation should be done in parallel so 
that only a few key areas have to be filled out once the final 
process is found.

Conclusion
In the end, proper mold design, construction, and 
documentation of protocols play a major role in not only 
reducing the life cycle cost of validation, but also reducing 
production downtime and ensuring the overall long-term 
success of your project.

About the Author: Kyle Kulwicki has worked in the medical 
injection molding industry for the past 5 years and holds a 
Masters in Plastics Engineering and Master Molder 1 & 2 cer-
tifications.
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Part 3 – Equipment Selection, Processing, and Maintenance

Selecting the most appropriate material and having a 
well-planned mold design, as discussed in Part One 
and Part Two of this series, are essential pieces 

of establishing the long-term success and longevity of 
your medical device validation. However, without the right 
equipment, you cannot determine the dependability and 
repeatability needed to ensure a high level of quality and 
production uptime required for the lifetime of your product’s 
production needs. In the final installment, we will discuss how 
to select your equipment correctly, ensure it can consistently 
function as needed, and what you need to do to maintain its 
performance day after day. 

Equipment Selection: Performance Over Pricing
When selecting an injection molding machine, robotics 
equipment, and/or temperature control units (TCUs), also 
known as mold conditioners, look for those that are proven 
to be repeatable and reliable. For example, if you need 
your injection molding machine to stop with an accuracy of 
.0005” injection stroke, you must make sure it can perform 
as required time and time again. It must also be able to 
consistently hit whatever pressure is needed at the pack and 
at hold. A machine with hydraulics will sometimes overshoot 

or undershoot, whereas an electric machine will run the 
necessary pressure and stay there with little fluctuation. With 
TCUs, ensure the equipment has a strong enough pump to 
deliver enough gallons per minute (GPM) of cooling media 
to your tool so you can maintain a constant cooling rate 
during your production runs. This is something you will need 
to confirm during the installation qualification testing and 
process setting activities.
 
Remember to take the actual components you want to produce 
into consideration as well. Do you need something that is going 
to be done with hydraulics or something with more accuracy, 
such as an electric injection molding machine? Failure to 
access these needs may affect quality, because a press may 
be selected that is not outfitted appropriately for your product 
or part. Additionally, be aware of any risk of particulates. If 
the equipment is going into a Cleanroom where you have to 
maintain ISO 8 or ISO 7 standards, there cannot be any risk 
of particulates being released into the air during operation. In 
this case, you need a liquid-cooled injection molding machine 
as opposed to an injection molding machine that is cooled 
with fans. Also, take direct drive machines into consideration, 
as these machines do not have belts that wear, eliminating 

Reducing the Life Cycle Cost of Validation: 
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“Finally, do not forget to consider 
reputation when it comes to any 

piece of equipment. Some brands 
tend to have maintenance or 

long-term capability issues, and 
these should be avoided under all 

circumstances.”

the risk of particulates.

With robotics equipment, look for potential issues with 
positioning when it is picking parts. Do you have to align the 
end-of-arm tooling every time with locators, or is it repeatable 
enough to go back to the same position every time? Is 
programming overly complicated?  Make sure the screens 
are easy to understand, so operators on the floor will not have 
control or setup issues while using the equipment. The robotic 
equipment must also be able to interface appropriately with 
the injection molding machines currently being used. This is 
to ensure all equipment is exchanging data correctly, to avoid 
failure modes and damage.

Finally, do not forget to consider reputation when it comes 
to any piece of equipment. Some brands tend to have 
maintenance or long-term capability issues, and these should 
be avoided under all circumstances. There are several ways 
you can evaluate a piece of equipment before you purchase 
it. First, many machine manufacturers will let you visit their 
technical facilities to test the machines. There are also reviews 
available online, and you can even reach out to others within 
the industry to find out what machines they are using and 
what their experiences have been. Industry resources can be 
especially helpful, as groups like Manufacturers Association 
for Plastics Processors (MAPP) have an online forum where 
you can ask questions about how machines are reacting, 
performance values, etc. Universities are another resource, 
as students often perform testing, including capability studies, 
on some machines.

Whatever factors you take into consideration when selecting 
equipment, make sure the price is not a major one. Look at 
the full life cycle of the equipment, whether it fits the needs of 
your product, and especially if it will be able to perform over 
time as needed. If it does not, the equipment might need to be 
replaced during manufacturing, and you could potentially wait 
several weeks for a replacement. If the machine is custom, 
you could even face a delay of months. 

Plastics Processing: Plan for Material Variations
Ensuring you are consistently producing the same product 
with the same level of quality every time is critical in any 
type of manufacturing but is even more critical when making 
medical devices for patient care. One common mistake during 
the validation process is validating the machine process, 
rather than the plastic process itself. If you do this, you do not 

account for potential variations in materials (resin). The way 
the machine is initially set up is intended as a starting point. 
Make sure you monitor factors specific to the plastic itself, 
such as melt temperature, mold temperature, cooling media 
GPMs (to make sure you are hitting the proper set points for 
cooling), and in-cavity parameters. These are some of the 
critical fundamentals that focus on the plastic parameters, not 
the machine. 

Remember, the plastic process is the true process, whereas 
the machine process, if kept the same, will result in different 
plastic processes over time due to material variation. It 
is this fluctuating plastic process that will lead to different 
part properties that include dimensional and physical 

characteristics. You can also install various types of sensors 
into your mold to make it easier to see the plastics parameters. 
This will help center your validation and day-to-day production 
around plastics parameters. 

Documentation can also serve as a valuable guide through this 
process. Record essential data, such as barrel temperatures, 
pack and hold time, fill time, and injection rates. Even details 
that may seem minute are critical. Examples include cooling 
media, manifold style and material, the length of the cooling 
line(s), the material of the cooling line(s), the fitting styles and 
sizes that were on the tool and manifold, and the temperature 
loss between the TCU and the mold. These are the things 
that need to be appropriately documented to make sure you 
preserve the original validated state.

Equipment Maintenance: Be Proactive, Not Reactive
Maintaining the performance of your equipment requires 
constant oversight of equipment and its functionality. The 
guidance for these tasks will be outlined in the manual for 
the equipment. However, you may find it necessary to check 
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more often than what is recommended to ensure the machine 
remains in the exact same state it was in during validation.
 
While some companies may do maintenance checks on a 
yearly basis, six-month checkups, in the beginning, will help 
ensure new equipment is performing correctly. If you are using 
any type of pressure transducer, it is best to check it at least 
twice a year to ensure that it is still in the calibration range. 
If you do this only annually and you find out later something 
is wrong, this means there is potentially an entire year’s 
worth of product in the field that could be defective or even 
dangerous for patients. If, after several iterations of six-month 
intervals, you find nothing has changed, then move to yearly 
checks. This allows you to build a history of the machine you 
can look back on, if necessary. It also gives you the ability to 
do predictive maintenance, rather than reactive maintenance, 
ultimately driving down costs by being able to anticipate what 
is going to happen next.

Many of the standard maintenance tasks you encounter, 
such as changing heater bands or thermocouples, can be 
completed internally by trained maintenance personnel, 
allowing you to be back into production as soon as possible. 
There may be more complicated issues, though, such as 
replacing tie bars, which require assistance from the machine 
supplier. This is why, when selecting equipment, be sure the 
supplier can commit to same or next-day service.  Educate 
yourself on the equipment as much as possible, and take 
advantage when interacting with the supplier to learn more 
so you can fix many issues on your own. 

Conclusion
Just as with all other parts of the validation process, the more 
time you invest up front, the less time and money you will 
spend fixing issues later. The result is not just a process that 
can withstand the test of time, but also a product that delivers 
the quality and consistency needed to achieve the highest 
level of patient care.

About the Author: Kyle Kulwicki has worked in the medical 
injection molding industry for the past 5 years and holds a 
Masters in Plastics Engineering and Master Molder 1 & 2 cer-
tifications.


